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S TBJECT: (U) Measurement of Local Fall-out in Atomic Test 108065 

Operations 

1. Reference our meeting of 3 April at w3lch time you asked 
mc? to put down rqy thoughts on the meas;lrenent of close-in fall-out 

atomic test operations. I am indicating below my own 33r:Fressions 
this subject in the hope that tltis may be of some assistance to 

y >U. (UHxA:s1_?IiD) 

2. Local Fall-out Measurements in the Nevada Test Site. 

a. We have had a sufficient number of air bursts and tower 
slots to prove the fact that there is no significant fall-out dowmind 
us-less the visible fireball comes in actual contact with the ground. 

b. Tbe three surface and subsurface shots unfortunately, 
have been in the range of 1 ?fT which cannot be realistically scaled 

w! 
to the fall-out model for megaton wezpns. What is required at 

s i 
Nevada is a 50 to 109 RT clean weapon whose fission yield should not 

i.:l exceed 1 to 5 iT,‘. I believe that if such a weapon can be developed it 

I.. :?\I would go a long way in solving the many protlems of fall-out. For 
example, if such a weapon could be surface detonated at the NTS, it 
would definitely and perhaps once and for all determine the percentage 
of gross fission product fall-out from a surface yield weapon for dry 
land. As you know, now we believe that this percentage may be anywhere 
from 5 to 95 percent. Iiere is a factor of 19 which is unknown. If ;re 
accept the best puesses which are fashionable today, we my say that 
the total gross fission product fall-out fror?; a land surface detonated 
weapcn is anywhere between 40 and 83~, ’ but even this is a factor of 2 
unkno,.Jn, which needs to be pinned down. Once we determine the percen- 
tage of total fall-out of fission products we are of course, faced wi 
the problem o_’ Afractionation of the various radio-nuclides such as Sr 5 

$ 
. 

I believe the only way to determine this 
weapon in the desert and to measure the Sr a’bt~t~~n~~e~~~~u; ;g,z 

in sufficient detail and with sufficient accuracy to make the meesure- 
ments statistically significant. I believe that once we determine the 
fractionation within a 100 KT atomic cloud perhaps we can safely assume 
that a simple extrapolation to the megaton case will be vslid. This of 
course, is open to question, although it appears reasonable to me at 
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t:-lis t&s. I want to stress th&t the best way and perhaps the only 
way of measurin g the many un!vlowns of fall-out would be to detonate 
a 100 RT clean device in our country, within our own test site, on 
dry land so that we can study all aspects of the fall-out in great 
detail. Since at the present time we cannot detonate anything abow 
1 RT of fission yield on the surface in the Nevada Test 

fallout 

W 

in the Pacific Proving Ground. 

3. Measurement of Local Fall-out in the Pacific Protins Ground, 

a* Since the PPG is mostly water, we have a great deal of 
difficulty in measuring the fall-out which gets deposited on the water 
and :&ich then sinks with different rates of -“all, which dissolws 
with different rates o? solubility, en? ukich comes under the influence 
of the ocean currents &ich can be meuured with different degrees of 
acc:Xacy. We must also anzider the mixing of t2.e ocecn water by the 
smface waves (as indicated by you) an3 what may be even more dis- 
couraging, we must also consider zones of divergence and convergence in 
the ocean similar to such an effect in the atmosphere where water may 
rise or fall in a large scale circulation in the vertical direction. I 
am amaze3 and please d with the measurezente of Scripps. Apparently, they 
have dewlcped a method which can determine the order of ragnitude of the 
total percentage of fall-out by oceanographic sampling methods. Howe;Jer, 
I question *Aether this system could ever be improved to a point where it 
measures with sufficient degree of accuracy, the extent of the local 
fall-out so that we can be advised of what Lc left for intermediate ard 
long range world-wide fall-out. A study of all past test operations in 
the Pi% has borne out the fact that it is next to impossible to determine 
-&th any degre.2 of accuracy the total percentage of gross fall-out. The 
Sr9C fallout is subject to even greater errors of measurement at the PX. 

b. The accident of CASTU ???iVO is an exception to this rule. 
Here the Japanese in a 99 ton fishing vessel were able to scoop up and 
Ft into cellophane bags hsnd_Wls of the fall-out material ‘75 to &?5 
miles downwind of ground zero. In this same CASTB accident sore of the 
islands to the east of the Eikini came u.n?er excessiw fal -out w!!ich my 

4 be surveyed ewn today for possible fission products or Sr ’ content and 
for other measurements well known to you. Put this was an accident. 
Accidental though it may have been, it represented wry go03 sav!pling for 
the few sxqling st-tions such as the Fishing vessel and the few ielands 
involv23. I am afraid, Dr. Libby, that this problem of measuring total 
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fall-out in the Pacific Test Site is so com;?_icate? thr.t the only 
ansuer to the question is to make 
use of a large nmber of 

a brute force masuremnt by the 

or pags, etc. 
ships such as the 99 ton fishing vessels 

the lagoon. We 
Certainly we can not use rafts except possibly in 
must decide that if we want to go into such a measure- 

ment, the price of the minimm project may be in the order of 15 to 33 
tillIon dollars depending on where we start the cash register and what 
type of cost accounting is involved. The density of stations must be 
at least one station every 10 miles in a direction no-1 to the long 
axis of fall-out and one station every 25 to 50 miles in a direction 
parallel to the long axis: Thlis would involve a minimum of 40 to 120 
sampling stations which I call ships. Obviously such a proposal is out 
of the question at this time for PD3TACK. ff such a proposal is taken 
seriously at all, it is atsolutely mandatory that the shot or series of 
shots in which it is scheduled to measure fallaut, be fire3 at the 
command of the program director of the fallout projects and he must 
base his decision primarily on the meteorology of the day. Re may have 
to wait several weeks to several months to get the right kind of surface 
and upper air winds to increase the possibility of placing the downwind 
fall-out pattern upon the pro?sed ship neasuring stations. It is also 
the meteorologist who will deterzine the magnitude of the t-&e an3 space 
variability of the winds aloft that have plagued practicelly all or the 
measurements of fall-out in the PP; to date. There are days when the 
atmosphere is most stitable toward producing a finely defined, quite 
sharp, cigar shaped fall-out plot. There are other days where the fall- 
out plot is scattered all over a 900 quadrant thus making the total 
measurement job next to in-possible. 

c. It appears to ne that the determ3nation of the totel 
percentage of local fall-out within the limitations of our present two 
test sites is difficult, if not insurmountable. If the nroblem is ES 
important as I believe it is, perhaps it may even be wor&while to 
consider the develoment of new test sites in order to detemixe the 
local fall-out. 

d. When I look upm the diifitxltiss of neasuring loch1 fall- 
out, I wonder whether it is not worthwhile to sample the rest of the 
planet in oxder to find out the true atmspyeric burden of fission 
products rather than try to detemine this from local f&11-out. On the 
other hand, I nesd not tell you of the nany more problem associcted 
vith the world-wide sampling fall-out. 
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&morandum For Dr. Libbjr, Commissioner, United States Atomic Energy 
Comissi9n, 3u3j: (0) Xezsursmmt of Imal ?Ct-Out in %toiGc ‘ilsjt 
&rcltims 

e. I balieve that the mern’cers of the AX and the Defansa 
Dawtment that have been engags d in measurensnts of &ll-out king 
past atmic test operations ought to be commanded for thsir diligence, 
for their *tiance, and for their capability in gstting some results 
in th? face of odds tkt sp;~ar insurmo-untable to me. The Air ?xce 
ks been conscious of the many errors involvsd in aq fall-out 
maasurxznt in the PFC to date. Hence, ve 3ave not Garticipated in 
such ttsts nor have we wen suggested such &participation. This is 
&cause :rse ham felt that t:?e affort to date, although relatively 
large compared to soxe other test groje zts, has nsverthaless been too 
small to measura total fall-out in the PFC with any high probability 
o_” success. ( P 

%?;+ 

Lt’ Colonk, USAF 
Chief, &clear Ap$icat ions Division 
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